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ABSTRACT 

For large scale nonlinear minimax problems .successive quadractic 

programming may be quite burdensome. In this thesis I replace the quadratic 

sub problems by a certain linear separable program that has 2n variables . n 

being the number of variables in the original problem. The convergence of this 

method is proven . and some computational experience is also provided. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO MINIMAX MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS 

Overview 

This thesis proposes a new scheme for solving minimax optimization 

problems. It is the contention of this thesis that the power of linear program

ming is not entirely harnessed by the first order approximations used in succes

sive linear programming. In this work it is shown that successive piecewise 

linear approximations utilize linear programming to its fullest and is competi

tive with schemes based on successive quadratic programming. 

The basic form of nonlinear minimax optimization problem we 

address here can be stated as 

Min Max [ ft (*) : i=i,2,...n ] 
X 

subject to. 

This chapter provides some motivation to study these problems, and 

presents brief review of existing algorithms and their merits and demerits. 

Chapter two of this thesis describes the development of an algorithm for separ

able minimax problems and its extension to nonseparable minimax problems. 

Also, a proof of convergence under separability assumptions is given in Chapter 

two. Finally test problems and computational results are given in the last 

chapter. Chapter three. 

1 
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Motivation 

General nonlinear programming techniques often exclude non- dif

ferentiate optimization or non-smooth optimization problems. Yet the branch 

of non-smooth optimization is very important in practical situations. 

This research considers algorithms for minimax optimization prob

lems. This class of problems arises in a variety of practical situations. Several 

applications of minimax problems are discussed below. 

Example 1.2.1 (Fluid dynamics): Control of water hammer pressure .ges [17]. 

Water hammer control problems play a very important role in the 

design and operation of water distribution systems, hydro-power systems etc.. 

Pressure surges occur due to valve closures in a piping system. Due to these 

pressure surges the pipe carrying the fluid may fail. Since failures can occur at 

any point in the pipe, it is important to control these pressure surges over the 

entire length of the pipe. One way to control these pressure surges is to choose 

a good closure policy to control the valve. There may be some restrictions on 

these valve operating policies. For example, we may be permitted to close only 

a given fraction of the valve opening within a given period of time, or allow 

only a small deviation from a prescribed valve controlling policy etc.. 

This problem can be formulated as a minimax problem as described 

below. Let us assume that the pressure at a point at length a from reference 

end at time t for a given valve closure policy x Is h [a ,t,x). 
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Then the corresponding mathematical programming problem may be written as 

M i a  M a x  h ( a , t . x )  
X 9 ,t 

subject to x e  X, 

where the set X denotes the set of allowable policies. 

Example 1.2.2 (Electrical engineering design): Microwave transmission line 

design [2,5]. 

Performance sensitivity of cascade transmission lines and cascade 

transmission line filters for microwaves (electro- magnetic waves in gigahertz 

range) is critically dependent on the parameters of circuit element A small 

variation in elements of the circuit may deteriorate the operation of the system. 

The main reason is the sensitivity of the reflection coefficient r to the specifica

t ion o f  each e lement  x .  

The problem can be stated as one that minimizes the reflection coeffi

cient over a given band of frequencies, for a given m-section resistively ter

minated cascade of transmission lines. Essentially this transmission line is a 

series of m transmission segments. These are connected in cascade, and the 

load, being purely resistive. * connected to the end of Sast transmission seg

ment. 

Let x denotes a feasible solution, and y  a frequency. 

Then the mathematical formulation is, 

Min Max I rfx.y) I 
* y*r * " 

where the set Y  denotes the given band of frequencies and r(x.y) denotes the 

reflection coefficient. 
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Example 1.2.3 (Approximation theory): Data fitting with least error [11]. 

Briefly, the problem is to fit a mathematical function to a given set of 

data. Here the criteria may be least absolute error, least square of error or some 

function of error. The mathematical function selected may be some nonlinear 

function, specified by a choice of parameter x. 

Then by defining. 

f  (•)- function of error 

[asfy)- /'* data point 

F [ a t  . *)- mathematical function fitted to data 

the problem can be formulated as follows. 

k'in Max f [bf—F (at ,x)). 
M  I  

Example 1.2.4 (Nonlinear programming): Penalty function method [1.6]. 

A penalty function method is a technique of solving constrained non

linear problems with smooth functions. Denote a constrained ponlinear pro

gram by 

( C N P )  M m  f  0 ( * 1  

subject to. 

f,(x)s$ 0 . i=1.2....m. 

x e X .  

Let 7>0 be very large and consider the mlnimax problem 
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Min ̂  
xtX 

subject to. 

z > f o ( x )  

z > f * ( x ) +  a  f , ( x )  , i=i,2,..,m. 

It can be shown that as <r-*+oo . the minimax problem solves the nonlinear pro

gram (CNP). 

The above examples illustrate the usefulness of minimax algorithms. 

So it is worthwhile to study minimax problems as problems having practical as 

well as theoretical importance. 

A Review of Algorithms 

Successive Linear Approximation Method 

Successive linear programming is a standard technique for solving 

nonlinear programming problems. For nonlinear minimax problems, each itera

tion of a successive LP method may be described as follows. 

For A>1 . let x k e X  be given. 

Evaluate the functions f i { x k )  and gradients g t [ x k )  for each /. Then, the LP 

approximation can be written as. 

v = Min z 
X 

subject to. 

z ^ f i [ x k ) + t f { x k )  h  . i=1.2,...m. 

| A | < A* 
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Here h = ( x - x k )  and | j denotes the sup norm. The search for the next 

iterate is restricted to the region defined by A* to maintain an accurate LP 

approximation. 

The trust region defined by A* is updated at each iteration, depending 

on how good the approximation is. Also, the solution from LP at each itera

tion is accepted as the next iterate only if the LP approximation is good. The 

goodness of the approximation is measured in terms of the ratio of actual 

improvement of objective value to the improvement predicted by LP. These 

steps can be summerized as follows. 

Assume that the solution to LP is h k = x k J r -  x k  . and let v k  be the optimal 

value of the LP. 

Define the improvement ratio r, 

max[ f  i  [ x k  +)]-n?a* [ f ,  [ x k ) ]  
r  v k - m a x \f, [ x k ) \  

If r < S i  t h e n  Afc+1=^f /5. x*+1=x*. 

If $ i ^ r < S t  t h e n  A*+1=A* . x k + l = x * + .  

If &z^ r then A*+1=A*"y . x k + l = x k + .  

where 0 < <  S 2  <1 ; 

0 < p < 1 (typically 1/2 ); 

1 < 7 (typically 2). 

Successive Quadratic Approximation Method 

In order to inorporate seond order information in the approximating 

problem, successive quadrat! programming methods may be used. The qua

dratic programming approximations are defined in a recursive manner. At any 
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iteration 2. let ir*_1 denote the dual variables obtained from the approxima

tion of the previous iteration. Let Bk denote the hessian of the function ]£) * *-1 

i  

f t { x ) ,  evaluated at the iterate x k .  Then a quadratic approximation that incor

porates the second derivative of a Lagrangian is the following. 

v = Min z + ~  h '  B k  h  

subject to, 

z2fi(xk)+gi'(xk)h , i=1.2,..,m. 

| h | < A* 

For the first iteration, one may simply solve the linear program 

(B*= 0). which essentially amounts to using =0. The remainder of the 

algorithm is as same as in successive linear approximation method. It may be 

noted that whenever second derivatives are difficult ( or expensive ) to com

pute, one can use quasi-Newton approximations of the function £} *,k~l ft (*). 
i  

Advantages and Disadvantages of available algorithms 

Here the discussion of advantages and disadvantages of available algo

rithms are confined to algorithms discussed In section 1.3. 

First consider the successive linear approximation method. Since this 

method utilizes LP subproblems at each iteration, and there are many readily 

available efficient LP codes, the formulation and implementation of this i 

nique is relatively easy. But since the algorithm itself uses only first derivative 

information at any iteration, the rate of convergence is poor. 
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Now consider the successive quadratic approximation method. In this 

method at each iteration a constrained quadratic subproblem is solved. 

Although constrained quadratic problems can be solved in finitely many steps, 

large scale QP's are substantially more time consuming, when compared to 

LP's of the same size. The rate of convergence of successive quadratic approxi

mation method is second order, and when quasi-newton type updates are used, 

a superlinear rate can be achieved under certain assumptions. 

In this research, our attempt is to develop an algorithm that com

bines the merits of both these methods: fast solution of subproblems (as in 

SLP) and small number of iterations (as in SQP). 



CHAPTER 2 

SUCCESSIVE TWO SEGMENT SEPARABLE PROGRAMMING 

This chapter describes the new algorithm developed to solve nonlinear 

minimax problems. The algorithm developed below, constitutes an attempt to 

use linear programming to its fullest in direction finding subproblems. The 

motivation behind this goal is that for large scale problems, quadratic program

ming subproblems become rather unwieldy. On the other hand, it >s the conten

tion of this thesis that the power of linear programming is not entirely har

nessed by the first order approximations used in successive linear programming. 

Similar motivation has led Meyer and his coworkers [8,13,14] to develop algo

rithms based on piecewise linear approximations for separable convex cost net

work flow problems. These algorithms have been successful at solving large 

scale convex cost network flow problems. However, the piecewise approxima

tions. as well as the algorithmic scheme, developed in this chapter differ sub

stantially from the methods of [8,13,14]. 

The first section of this chapter describes the formulation for separ

able minimax problems. The convergence of the method is also proven. The 

next section describes the formulation for nonseparable problems. Finally we 

discuss the connections with the two segment approximations in [8,13,14]. 

Separable problem 

In a minimax programming problem, if each function can be stated as 

a sum of one variable functions, then the problem is said to be a separable 

minimax programming problem. Thus a separable minimax programming 

problem can be stated as follows. 
9 
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(SMP) Min F  

subject to, 

. i=1.2,..,m. 
/ 

(bounds on xj are optional, 

I J^XJ^UJ . j=l,2,..,n). 

The algorithm discussed in this chapter is developed from following 

basic idea. Any convex separable function can be approximated by a quadratic 

function which has a diagonal hessian matrix. Also a given separable quadratic 

function can be approximated by a two segment piecewise linear function 

within a small trust region as defined in (2.1.2). Actually the algorithmic 

development of this paper is based on the assumption that the function and 

gradient evaluations are expensive and hessian evaluations are cumbersome. 

Hence at each iteration, we will allow at most one function evaluation and one 

gradient evaluation. 

Quadratic approximation 

Each separable function //(*) may be easily approximated by a qua

dratic function. Let x* denote the ka iterate. A quadratic approximation may 

be written in the form. 

<hk (*)- f *+ S i*j -*/)+£ -*/)2 

/ / 

where. 

ft = value of/- function at x*, 

g,) — first partial derivative of /* function w.r.t. x f  at x*. 
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and B/j is computed in a manner described below. Our choice of B,) is such 

that we have. 

(21a) 

(2-1 b )  

and ittiL 4. p.lc) 

Our motivation to .use a quadratic that agrees in function value 

(rather than gradient values) at xk and xk~l is guided by our ultimate goal of 

using a piecewise linear function approximation. 

At any rate. B/j may be computed as follows. 

Let. 3,1 "Wll («*) 

(2.2') 

Y j a u  
J  

(2.2c) 

ThMB»-w^F p2" 
It is clear that with above choice. (2.1) is clearly satisfied. 

Now a quadraticized minimax approximation can be written as, 

( Q M P )  M i n F  

F> ffaj} I g/j [xj ~*j) + B/j [xj -xjf ] . i=1.2,...m. 
J  

t j <  X J^ U J 

| Xj-xfl < A* 
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Here each quadratic approximation is separable and thus problem QMP is 

separable. 

Trust region 

It is clear that the quadratic approximation is good only for a small 

region around xf. So the auxiliary problem gives reasonable solution only if the 

range of each variable is small. This range is called a trust region and is 

updated at each iteration according to the results of the previous iteration. 

Two segment linearization 

Next, the quadraticized minimax subproblem at the ka iteration is 

approximated by a linear program using a piecewise linearization of the qua

dratic functions. Piecewise linearization can be done with two segments or 

more. Even though a higher number of segments increases the accuracy of the 

formulation it also increases computational difficulty (due to increased number 

of variables in linear program ). So we choose a two segment piecewise lineari

zation of quadraticized minimax subproblems. 

The two segment piecewise linearization requires three reference 

points to compute cost coefficients and matrix coefficients of the linear pro

gram. It is clear that the current iterate. xk, can be selected as a point to use 

fo r  p iecew ise  l i near i za t ion .  The  second  po in t  tha t  we  use  i s  ob ta ined  f rom.  x k ~ l ,  

the previous iterate. If this point is within the bounds of variables of QMP 

problem it is accepted as the second point to use in piecewise linearization. 

Otherwise the boundary point which closest to xk~l is selected. The third point 

required for piecewise linearization is generated by minimizing the Lagrangian 

of a quadraticized minimax subproblem within the bounds in problem QMP. 
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Let x° solve, 

(QMP2) Min S^-W+E &Hxj-xf) + S B//'(*/-*/)2l 
* i y / 

subject to. 

i XJ-XJI ^ 

I j ^ X J ^ U J  .  

Here is the dual variables obtained at Ar—Is* iteration. Note that 

the above minimization is trivial since the quadratic is separable. 

Then the three points for piecewise linearization (of the quadratic functions) 

are. 

x k , x ~  and x 6 .  

Here x~ = xk~i if |x*— x*-1| ^ £t 

=p A  (**-i) otherwise. 

where pA(*) denotes the projection of x on the box \ x - x k {  Then the 

piecewise linearized problem can be written as. 

(PLP) tein u2 

u2>f 2,*+S(*l<5"yl/+^2 /}y2y) .  /=-l,2... .m. 
/ 

subject to. 

u b l j ^ y l j ^ O  ,  

u b 2 , ^ y 2 j ^ 0  .  j - 1 . 2 . . . . n  

where f2,k.gl/jj2/j.ubli .ub2j are given by (2.3). for /-1.2 

Assume */, xy
# arranged in ascending order are denoted xj, xf. xf. 
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Then 

glij=-g!} -B,*j (xjm+xj-2xf) (2.3s) 

g2i)=g,j +B,kj (xf+xf-lxf) (2.36) 

f 2,*= f,"+ £ giff '(xf—xj)+ J] gltHxf-xf) (2.3c) 
/ -jsf<xf I :xf>x<* 

ub 1 y =x"—xj+ A* (2.3rf) 

ub2j =Xj-xf+A* (2.3e) 

These quantities are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Note that whenever gikj-{xj°-xf) < 0 . B{j=0 is used. 
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case (a). */=*" 

k-l xf 
J 

case (b). XJ-XJ 

case (c). x j - x j  

Figure 1. Plecewise linear approximations 
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A Successive two segment algorithm for separable problems 

The main steps of the algorithm can be written as follows. 

Input parameters: 

,x£ /?. 0< 0< 1, 7 .  1< 7 ,  A, 0<A. St. S2, 0< 6t< S2< 1. 

Initialization: Set B,°= [0] . /=l,2....m. 

The matrices B," are diagonal (because of separability ) and the diagonal entries 

are given by B,) . /=1.2,..,n. 

Iteration k: 

step one: If B* = [0] then x+=xk +y+. 

where y+ solves 

(LPk) vk — Min u 

subject to, 

u > f*+E iikJ' yj < ' . 
J 

jy;| < A* , , 

goto step 5. 

otherwise goto step 2. 

step two: compute x*«x*+y/+ 

where yt* solve 

Min 
/ / 

subject to, 

|//| < Ak , / »l,2„.,n. 
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goto step 3. 

step three: Perform two segment linearization of quadraticized minimax 

approximation; i.e. compute the quantities in (2.3). 

goto step 4 

step four: compute x+=xm~ y  l' +y2 * .  

where y l *  , y 2 *  solves, 

(PLPk) vk = Min u 

subject to, 

(fly - ylj +g2,) y2j ) . / =1.2,...m. 
i 

U b l j  ̂  y  ly > 0 . j  =1,2...,n. 

u b 2 j ^  y 2 j > 0 . /=l,2,..,n. 

goto step 5. 

step five: If vx = F(x*) stop. 

Otherwise compute r*>F\x ) 
i r - F ( x * )  

If r <^i then A*+l = it-p \ xk+1=xk : goto step 4 

<£2 then A*+1 = £ t  ; x k H ~ x +  ; goto step 6 

<52^r then Z^+1 = A*-7 ; x*+1=x+ ; goto step 6 

step six: Compute 0,5+l, a* given In (2.2d) for i-i,2,...fn and /-l,2,..,n. 

If 0 then put Sy+t = 0. 

Ar+1«-Ar goto step 1. 
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Convergence 

This section considers the case when an infinite sequence of points is 

generated by the algorithm. 

Lemma 1: Let f , ,  for all i. be continuously differentiate, and suppose the algo

rithm generates a set of feasible solutions {x*}. Assume that Bk given by (2.2) 

is positive semi definite. 

Then wk^vk . where 

(LP) wk — Min ul 

subject to. 

i/i> l lk{x) 

hk (*)= f?+H &) yj • '=*1.2...,in 
J 

\yj\ ^ A* . j =1.2....n . 

(PLP) vk — Min u2 

subject to. 

u 2 Z  p i k { x )  

Pik (*)" ' 2* + J)( ihkj-y 1/ +£2;*• y2j) . /=1.2,..,m 
/ 

ubljZ yljZ 0 , j  -1.2....VJ 

ub2j& 0 . y»1.2..../j. 

Where f 2,k. gift. g2/j, ub\t. ub2t  are given by (2.3). for j=1.2....n. 

Proof: 

Define xk/*=(xf . */#.*/+t .—**) 
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and xw~=(xi , */".*/+1 

Now consider xjk+i= xf+Xj .{xj ~ x/*) for j=l,2,..,n where Ay are some real 

numbers and xj° is the /'* element of which solves QMP2 given in section 

2.1.3. 

Then we can write for all i such that f,k = Max { f,k : 1=1.2....m}. 

Plk (**+1)=f/t+£'U/r<& (xfc/0)+SA2/r®(x«-) 
J J 

where 

I&J (*/-*/)+*//•(*/-^y)2! 
/ 

and Alyy . A2/y are some real numbers. 

Now for all j such that 0 . 

Aly . A2;/> 0 implies 

AV«(**'°)> Al/yr,^6) 

and 

X2U q, {xkl~)Z A21, r, {x"J-) 

since B , )  ^ 0  .  where 

0 (*)=£*//•(*/-*/) 
j 

For all J such that &H*/0-*/) < 0 • 

Xlu •*(*«">}- M,rr,[x»^ 

and 

A2// ® (**;~)- X2U r, (**'-). 

since B,) — 0. 
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Hence for all i and x. 

Pik [x)> fik+ s XiU n (**;C)+ S A2,y r, (xkJ~) 
J J 

Therefore p,k (*)> l,k (x) . 

which implies v * 2  w k .  

Lemma 2: Let f l t  for all i. be continuously differentiate and suppose that the 

a lgor i thm genera tes  an  in f in i te  sequence  such  tha t ,  { * * }  -»•  x * .  

Let </*=x*+i—x*^=0. 

Define e* = d and let {«*}-+ a*. 
I o* I 

Suppose that Bk is positive semidefinite and 

(a) Max {g,*e * } < 0. 

Then there cannot be a subsequence such that. 

(b) rk < S2 < 1 for all k. 

Proof: (This proof is adopted from Sen [16].) 

Let us first note that if there is a subsequence satisfying (b). 

then v k <  F k = M a x [ ^ f i j  (*/) : y'=i,2....n] implies that 
J 

F ( x + ) - F ( x * ) ~  r k [ v k  — F k ) >  S t  ( v k - F k )  

for all k. 

Since dk is feasible to LPk and the assumptions in Lemma 1 hold. 

w k 2  M a x [ f i k + ^ g i k - d k  :  i  |  
/ 

Therefore. 

F  ( x + ) - F  (x*)> 62{Max[f,k+^ gfrdf : i -l,2....m ] - Fk) (2.4) 
/ 
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Since Max functions under the assumption of lemma are regular in the sense of 

Clarke. 

Max[f|*+XJ &) df: / ] = F* + Wax(S &kj'dj • /J + o (| dk | ). 
y l 

Hence from (2.4) 

F  (x+) -  F ( x k )  >  S 2 [ h fax(S g/j djj : » =1.2....in.) + o (| dk | )] 
1 

Which implies 

> S2[Max[Zg!}0jk : + o(l) 1 
I ® I / 

Now define 

F l x k + / i e k ) - F l x k )  
D (x . e ) = lim sup —5—- > 1—J-

k * ii X*-+X * 
k * e*~*e 
/t-»0+ 

For large k is follows from the definition of e*. 

Now if the sequence also satisfies (a) . a contradiction can be obtained as fol

lows. 

D' (X* ,E* )^ST[MAX[Y^F)'EL : i =i.2....m. )J 
1 

D *  ( x '  . 9 *  )  > M a x [ ^ g / j - e j  :  # J- D *  [ x *  ,  «' ) (2.5) 
/ 

where D *  [ x *  , a* ) denotes Clarke generalized directional derivative. Since 

D# (*' ..) Is Lipschltz. 

D *  ( * '  V  )  -  D * ( x '  . 9 *  ) .  

which contradicts (2.5). 
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Therefore there cannot be a sequence that satisfies condition (b). 

Theorem: Assume that the hypothesis of the iemma 2 holds and algorithm gen

erates a sequence of solutions {x*}. Assume that the matrices B,k are bounded 

and positive definite. Then there is a subsequence such that 

{**}-» x' and {fl/} B,'. where x* is stationary. 

Proof: Consider a feasible direction d+ = y2+ -y 1+ at x'. Then define 

v+"Max[f 2* +glryl+ +*2/y2+]. 

If x' is not stationary point then there exists d+ such that v+< ^(x*). Define 

x+=x*+«f+ and vector j*=x+-x* and dk | "yprp Then there exists 

£1*,£2* feasible to PLP . such that £*=£2*-£l*. 

Now by Lemma 1. 

M a x [ f k  +  g f - d k \ -  w k  <  v k .  

Hence . 

Max[f,k+ g,"dk] < Mw[f,k+ glf-tl" + g2,k$2k]. 

which implies 

Max[gf dk] + o(| dk\ )^Max\gl,k^lk + g2,k&k\ + o(| •£* | )• 

Then using | d k  |  » |  |  

Afex[®**«*l + o(lJ < Afaxffl/ i/l* + g2}c'v2k\+ o\%) 

where o*»—. i/l*» and v2*«-~~. 
\ d k \  |  € *  |  | ^ |  

Hence for iarge k , 

Max[g?-ak\ + o(i)$M»x{gij'i,ik + g2fvl*\ + o(1) =  9 k  (2.6) 

Note that the continuity of f, and g,t imply the continuity of Bu in (2.2d) and 

glu and g2u in (2.3 a. b). 
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Hence if i/+<F(*"), there is c>0 such that {0*} -» -e <0 and hence (2.6) implies 

that Max {i/y-e* } < 0. Hence lemma 2 implies that no subsequence can satisfy 

rk< S2< 1. Therefore the assumption that x* is non-stationary implies that 

r k ^ 6 2 for large k. Now since v +  -  F [ x ' )  =  - e <  0 for large k. vk - Fk ^ 

Hence for large k F k + l  <  F k  -  S 2  ~ .  But since S2 « (0.1) and e > 0 , this 

contradicts the fact that {**} -»x '  and {F(x*)} - *  F [ x ' ) .  Hence x '  is station

ary. 

Extension to nonseparable problems 

Unlike the separable problem, suppose that every function cannot be 

expressed as a sum of one variable functions. Then some modifications are 

necessary, in order to use the algorithm described above. 

Method of linear transformation 

To motivate the use of two segment separable programming for non-

separable minimax problems, let us first consider the direction finding problem 

in a successive quadratic programming algorithm: 

Min z + 1/2 d' Gk d 

subject to. 

2 >_//+&*<# : for I € I. 

Assuming that Gk is positive definite, its Cholesky factors exists. Let 

Gk = Lk Dk LI, wher i,k is the lower triangular matrix and Dk is the diagonal 
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matrix of G k .  Hence putting s= d. an equivalent QP subproblem is. 

Min z + 1/2 s* Dk s 

subject to. 

2 >_ f i +gf Lk~1 s : for i £ I. 

Thus, the QP subproblem may be interpreted as one that transforms 

the space of original variables by a linear transformation. Our strategy is 

exactly this. At any iteration k we will first perform a linear transformation of 

the variables, using a matrix Lk. Following this, the quantities gfj and B{j are 

computed in the transformed space. Thus, g/j is replaced by the y" element of 

g,k Lk~l. Similarly in order to use the expression (2.2) to compute B,) . simply 

replace g,kj and j,)-1 by the ja element of g,k Lk~l and g,k~l Lk~l respectively. 

The rest of the computation is now well defined. Note that in the transformed 

space, the quadratic ?/*(s) satisfies (2.1). where s=Lkx. As in SQP methods the 

matrix Gk is an approximation of the hessian of the function S**-1 Mx)-
/ 

Thus the quadratic approximation in the space of variables s. analogous to 

QMP. is 

Mia F 
S 

subject to. 

F >f,*+ S hjj sj + Yt bU'sJ2 • . 
J J 

where h/j =yrt element of gf Lk~K 

Now it is clear how to transform the variable space * to a new vari-

able space s . in which the active constraints are almost separable. The two seg-
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merit approximation is now performed in the new space and the rest of the 

algorithm exactly follows the separable algorithm. As in SQP methods, the fac

tors Lk. Dk are updated using the factored form of BFGS updates [7]. It should 

be noted that whenever the active set is changed, resetting of the Hessian 

approximation of the Lagrangian improves the rate of convergence of the algo

rithm. 

A Comparison with previous piecewise linear approches 

This section compares the algorithm developed in this thesis with the 

work done by Meyer and his coworkers [8,13.14]. 

Meyer and his coworkers used a piecewise linearization method to 

solve network flow problems with a nonlinear objective function under the 

assumption of convexity, separability and continuity. The termination criteria 

and updating methods used in these algorithms are substantially different to 

the methods developed in this thesis. 

In the algorithms developed by Meyer at each iteration a lower and 

an upper bound of the optimal objective value is calculated. The difference of 

these two bounds is used as a measure of optimality of the solution. So the ter

mination criterion for Meyer's algorithm is that the difference between lower 

and upper bounds of optimal solution is less than a prescribed tolerance. The 

lower bound is calculated using a Lagrangian relaxation technique and the 

upper bound is obtained from the function value at the current solution. 

In Meyer's algorithm the trust region updates are du.« by using a 

contraction search. The contraction search updates the lower and upper bounds 

of the subproblem at each iteration using grid points and optimal point of pre
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vious iteration. Since at each iteration the algorithm generates three new points 

at least three function evaluations are usually required for every iteration. 

The algorithm described in this thesis is developed to solve nonlinear 

minimax problems. It is clear that our methods of approximation are substan

tially different from Meyer's since we use quadratic approximations extensively. 

Furthermore, since our algorithms require only one function evaluation and one 

gradient evaluation per iteration, these algorithms are suitable for problems 

with functions which are expensive to evaluate. 



CHAPTER 3 

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

In the previous chapter we discussed an algorithm developed for solv

ing nonlinear minimax optimization problems. In this chapter we report com

putational results with some test problems. 

Computational results 

The effectiveness of the algorithm is illustrated by several examples 

presented in this section. The algorithm for the separable minimax problem is 

compared with both Successive Linear Approximation and Successive Qua

dratic Approximation techniques. Whenever the problem is separable, perfor

mance of the algorithm developed for separable problems is very convincing. 

However for nonseparable problems further work appears to be necessary. Test 

results for several problems are given below. 

Test problem 1: 

This problem is taken from N.Z.Shor [18]. The starting point is (0.0,0.0.1) and 

the algorithm converges to 

[1.1243,0.9795.1.4777,0.9202,1.1243). 

Mitt Max f( (x) 
X i v ' 

- /-1.2. ..10 
/ 

Here a=( 1.5,10.2,4, 3.1.7.2.5.6,3.5)' 

27 
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and 

0 0 0 0 0 
2  1 1 1 3  
1 2  1 1 2  
14 12 2 
3 2 10 1 
0  2  1 0  1  
1 1 1 1 1  
1 0  1 1 1  
0 0 2 1 0 

. 1 1 2  0  0  

Test problem 2: 

This problem is taken from Madsen [11]. The initial point is (3,1). The solution 

from the algorithm is ( 1.2993, -0.5583). 

Min Max { =1,2.3 } 

* i(*)~*l2 +*22 "I 

f 2 [ x ) = Z - x } - x 2  

f 3(*)=(*12 +*a2 )2-3x(*i2 +x? )+l 

Test problem 3: 

This is also taken from Madsen [11]. The initial point is (0.0.0,0. 0) and the 

solution from the algorithm is (0.9999,0.2536, -0.7466,0.2452, -3.749* 10~2). 

Min Max {| f,(*)| :/-1.21} 

Xi+xtxyj 

i+x3xyj +*4xyy2+*5xyy3 

Test problem 4: 

This problem is known as MAXQUAD [10]. The starting point for this problem 

is 

(*-1./-1.2....10). 

Mfn Max {1.2,...5 } 
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where x e R i 0  

and A k ( i  . / ) = « ' f 1  c o s  ( i . j ) - m n k  :  i  < j  

A k  ( /  . i  ) = - 5 7 T  s m * + E  A k  ( /  J )  
1U /#/ 

Matrices A„ are symmetric and diagonal dominating. 

At (' )=«/ / / (/./ )-sinAr : / </ 

Test problem 5: 

This problem is taken from Madsen [12]. Constraints are not considered in this 

case. The algorithm starts at (0,0) and converges to (-0.6935.0.3468). 

Min Max (f/(x) : #"-1.2.3} 

f 2(*)»an Xf 

f 3(jc)»-cos*2 

Test problem 6: 

This problem Is known as CRESCENT [13]. The algorithm starts at (-1.5,2) 

and the optimal is at (0.0). 

Min Max {'i(*).f 2(*)} 

f l(*)=*l2 +(*2-i)2+*2l +1 

f 2(*)--*l2 -(*2-l)2+*2* -1 
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Test problem 7: 

This problem is taken from Charalambous [4].The starting point is (2, 2) and 

solution is (1,1). 

Min Max {f,(*) :/-1.2.3} 

f i(*)=*i4 +s} 

f2(*H 2-*i)2+(2-*4 

f3(x)=2x«~*1+'1 

Conclusions 

All the algorithms discussed in the thesis (Successive Linear Approxi

mation, Successive Quadratic Approximation and Two Segment Approximation 

techniques) were programmed in FORTRAN 77 and executed in double preci

sion on a VAX 11/780, operating under VMS version 4.0. The only difference 

among the three programs is in the direction finding subproblem. The compu

tational results are summarized in tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1 gives the number of iterations required to attain optimality 

using each of the three algorithms. For separable problems (no. 1.2,5 and 6) 

the performance of the two segment method is very promising, and for non-

separable problems (no. 3,4 and 7) the results are encouraging. 

Table 2 reports the CPU times on a VAX 11/780 (VMS version 

4.0). The results here are quite intriguing. To appreciate what we mean, note 

for example that 30 Iterations of successive LP in problem 1. takes more than 

twice the number of seconds as 31 iterations of successive QP. Similar com

ments apply to problems 3 and 7. This prompts us to believe that our LP sub

routine (from the XMP library of Masten) has some computational overheads 
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(error checking, efficient storage etc.) that may not be justified for the small 

problems that we have tested. The quadratic programming subroutine we used 

is called ZQPCVX. and is written by M.J.D.Powell. It is hoped that if LP 

times are comparable to the QP times, the two segment approximation algo

rithm will be a powerful approach. 
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Table 1. Computational results - number of iterations. 

Test problem 

number 

Successive LP 

objective iter. 

Our algorithm 

objective iter. 

Successive QP 

objective iter. 

1 

2 

3* 

4* 

5 

6 

7* 

22.60016210 30 

1.00000000 27 

0.00012237 10 

-0.84140831 40 

-0.63925843 23 

0.00000000 28 

2.00000000 9 

22.60016210 30 

1.00000000 5 

0.00012237 12** 

-0.84140832 34** 

-0.63925843 16 

0.00000000 19 

2.00000009 10** 

22.60016210 31 

1.00000000 1 

0.00012237 9 

-0.84140831 38 

-0.63886082 10 

0.00000000 6 

2.00000000 9 

* indicates the non separable problems 

** indicates the results obtained using algorithm developed for non separable 

problems. 
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Table 2. Computational results - cpu times. 

Test problem Successk,. LP Our algorithm Successive QP 

number cpu time in sec. cpu time in sec. cpu time in sec 

1 19.88 28.11 8.85 

2 2.71 0.73 0.08 

3* 5.16 6.31** 3.74 

4* 18.17 23.27** 16.39 

5 2.42 1.86 0.52 

6 4.73 3.48 1.40 

7* 1.68 2.08** 1.01 

* indicates the non sep arable problems 

** indicates the results obtained using algorithm developed for non separable 

problems. 

All computations were in double precision on VAX 11/780, VMS 4.0 
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